cGMP phosphodiesterase dependent light-induced scattering changes in suspensions of retinal disc membranes.
Light-induced GTP-dependent scattering changes are studied in suspensions of retinal disc membranes to which one or both of the purified proteins involved in the phototransduction mechanism (G-protein and cGMP phosphodiesterase) are reassociated; a scattering change which depends on the presence of both G-protein (G) and inhibited cGMP phosphodiesterase (PDE) and on an ATPase-dependent process, previously described in Bennett [(1986) Eur. J. Biochem. 157, 487-495] is compared to the signal observed in the absence of PDE or of ATP and to PDE activity. The same signal can also be induced either in the dark or in the light by addition of preactivated G in the presence of inhibited PDE. This PDE-dependent scattering change is composed of two components (fast and slow); the variation of the amplitude and kinetics of both components with PDE or G concentration is similar to the variation of the active PDE state with two activator GGTP molecules (G with GTP bound), calculated with dissociation constants previously reported for the interaction between GGTP and PDE [Bennett, N., & Clerc, A. (1989) Biochemistry 28, 7418-7424]. The two components are therefore proposed to be associated with processes which depend on the formation of the active PDE state with two activators.